STELLAR SUCCESSION

RENEWABLE ENERGY

OVERVIEW

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The Feed-in Tariffs (FITs) and Renewables Obligation
Certificates (ROCs) were subsidies established
to help the UK Government meet its goal of 15%
renewable energy by 2020 by providing renewable
energy companies with a pre-defined and index-linked
price for electricity generation.

FEED-IN TARIFFS
Under the FITs programme, any person or company
installing FITs qualifying renewable energies will receive:
a fixed tariff for each kilowatt hour (kWh) of energy
generated (the “Generation Tariff”); and
a further minimum tariff for each kWh of generated
energy that is not consumed and which is sold into
the national grid (the “Export Tariff”).
The Generation Tariff and the Export Tariff are index
linked to the Retail Prices Index (“RPI”) and are typically
contracted for 20 to 25 years.

RENEWABLES OBLIGATION CERTIFICATES
The Renewables Obligation is currently the main
support mechanism for renewable electricity projects
in the UK.
Eligible renewable generators receive ROCs for each
MWh of electricity generated from renewable sources.
The certificates are tradable and can be sold to other
suppliers to help them fulfil their obligation. Where
suppliers do not have sufficient ROCs to cover their
obligation, a payment must be made into the buyout fund. The proceeds of the buy-out fund are paid
back to suppliers in proportion to how many ROCs
they have presented. ROCs can thus increase the
profitability of renewable energy production, as ROCs
have additional value over and above the price of
electricity generated.

The buyout price for the 2014-15 obligation is £43.30 per
ROC and will increase in line with the Retail Prices Index.
Given the anticipated low operating costs of the
partnership which will operate the generating assets, Stellar
believes that this indexation means that the investments
should be attractive in the event that there is significant
inflation in the UK during the investment timeframe.

RETURNS FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY
The level of the subsidies was set by the Government to
give projects an annualised return of 5% to 8% and the
tariff has reduced over the years as has the cost of the
equipment. The partnerships will receive a predictable
and secure income stream from major utility companies
such as npower and E.On.

SECURITY
The assets are owned by Succession partnerships and
there are no borrowings. In the case of residential
rooftops, the space used by the panels are under a
long lease with full rights to access. This arrangement
is agreed with all owners’ mortgage companies, where
relevant, and all panels are fully insured and under
maintenance contracts.
The wind turbines are owned by Succession
partnerships and lease the land from local landowners.
The turbines will be fully maintained and insured.

BENEFITS TO INVESTORS
This opportunity provides investors with a stable and
predictable income underpinned by the subsidies
available from the Government for up to 25 years.
The income is index linked and protection is afforded
by the ownership of the equipment such as solar panels
or wind turbines.
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Important Information
Important information Stellar Asset Management Limited does not offer investment or tax advice or make recommendations regarding investments. Prospective investors
should ensure that they read the information memorandum and fully understand the risk factors before making any investment decision.This document dated January 2015
is exempt from section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and is not required to be and has not been approved for the purposes of the section because it is
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2005). If this document is forwarded to any other person, you must ensure that you have taken responsibility for the document under the financial promotions rules and
identified yourself as the issuer. Stellar Asset Management Limited of 1 Conduit Street, London W1S 2XA is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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